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Jenkins and Ruby
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Jenkins integrates well with the Ruby toolchain for common tasks that many Ruby developers are already running locally. Tasks such as executing RSpec or...
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Jenkins TestLink Plug-in Tutorial
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Jenkins (n�e Hudson) is a continuous integration server written in Java. It can be downloaded from http:// � www.jenkins-ci.org [http://www.jenkins-ci.org]...
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To ensure that you are viewing the correct documentation, the title of this Informational box should reflect the most recent version of the...
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Jenkins – an open source automation server which enables developers around the world to reliably build, test, and deploy their software.
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[JENKINS-72318] readYaml with Pipeline-Utility-Steps not working properly - Jenkins Jira
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Hello everyone,. Im using for my jenkins a sharedLibrary where im manipulating yaml for executing my functions. Recently i updated Pipeline-Utility-Step...
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Publishing HTML Reports in Pipeline
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I've found a Ruby project, hermann, I'd like to build using Jenkins Pipeline. I'd also like to have the code coverage results published with...
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The simplest way to install Jenkins on Windows is to use the Jenkins Windows installer. That program will install Jenkins as a service using a 64 bit JVM...
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The books in this list are not endorsed by the Jenkins project. The list of books on this page is provided for informational purposes, sorted from newest to...
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Building Android apps with Jenkins: release management
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The previous blog post of this series discusses what I think makes CI/CD for mobile app development a unique kind of animal, and my first...
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How to fix 'invalid crumb' warnings? - Using Jenkins - Jenkins
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Hi In our Jenkins System Log we see many instances of messages like these: Jun 08, 2021 12:09:17 PM WARNING hudson.security.csrf.
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